QUADRIVIUM
Assignment 9a
Music III: Ut -Re-Mi
Due:
-Annandale- Tuesday, April 2nd
-Fishkill- Wednesday, April 9th

Woodcut from Musica theorica,
by Lodovico Fogliano, 1529,
augmented by Newsome.

Read and work on the following:
Boethius, Anicius Manlius Severinus. Fundamentals of Music [De Institutione Musica].
-pp. 52-57: Read chapters 1, 2, 3, and 6.
-pp. 65-67: Read chapters 12, 13, and 14.
-pp. 71-72: Read chapter 17.
-pp. 166-169: Read chapters 4-9.

Barbour, James Murray. Tuning and Temperament: A Historical Survey. 2nd ed. East Lansing:
Michigan State College Press, 1953.
-pp. 16-21. See homework assignment.

Watch this video: Howard Goodall's Equal Temperament [50 min] Posted on website.
Listen to the following things [found in link called, "VoxBono," on http://www.mifami.org/Quad19/frontis.htm]
-Busnoys, Antoine (d. 1492) In hydraulis -YT
-Ives (d. 1954)-3 Quartertone Pieces - YT [Local boy from Danbury. If you listen to these enough you start to like
them.]
-Rachid Taha (d. 2018) - Barra barra - YT [Algerian. He uses nonwestern-tuned instruments in this song. Worked
with Eno.]
-Ali Hassan Kuban (d. 2001) Mabruk -YT [Best song ever. Frequently works with nonwestern-tuned instruments.]
-New Day- La Lole y Manuel -YT [Another best song ever. Psychedellic flamenco duo.]
-Anne Briggs and Bert Jansch - Blackwaterside - YT [All you Zepps out there. Interesting rhythms.]
-Yma Sumac (d. 2008) Yawar -YT [Amazing vocal range. Weird song. Worth reading about.]

Homework for Tuesday:
From the chart below, do both of the Enharmonic tunings, and choose 2 from the Chromatic column and 2
from the Diatonic column. [6 total] [Note: All "scales" in Barbour are presented in the Greek Dorian
(mode), the modern Phrygian. (E to e ...all white keys (... at least in the diatonic...)]
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Enharmonic
Archytas' Enharmonic
[Table 1]

Chromatic
Archytas' Chromatic
[Table 4]

Diatonic
Archytas' Diatonic
[Table 12]

Eratosthenes' Enharmonic
[Table 3]

Eratosthenes' Chromatic
[Table 8]

Eratosthenes' Diatonic
[Table 15]

Didymus' Chromatic
[Table 9]

Didymus' Diatonic
[Table 16]

Ptolemy's Chromatic Malakon
[Table 10]

Ptolemy's Diatonic Malakon
[Table 17]

Ptolemy's Chromatic Syntonon
[Table 11]

Ptolemy's Diatonic Toniaion
[Table 18]
Ptolemy's Diatonic Ditoniaion
[Table 19]
Ptolemy's Diatonic Syntonon
[Table 20]
Ptolemy's Diatonic Hemiolon
[Table 21]

On the provided rulers, mark out the following scales. See directions and example below for how to do this.
Directions:
On the far right side of the ruler (between the 12 and the 13) label a ruler with the specific tuning you will
mark out. Then refer to the table that goes with this tuning (found on pp. 16-21 in the Barbour
reading). Notice that an ascending scale for the tunings in Barbour reads from right to left. All start at
E and end at an E one octave higher. Eg. E, F, G, A, B, C, D, E. [Reading right to left.]

Let's use Archytas' Enharmonic [Table 1] as an example. You are only concerned with the row called,
"Ratios." The strings on our monochord are 24 inches [24"] long. Write "24" in the first cell of the
first column called, "string length," in the table below. Now, to find the next note up from the open
string you need to find the first intervalic ratio, 28/27 on the chart. [Remember to read it right to left.]
Flip this fraction over and multiply it by the open string of 24".
!"
!"

∙ 24" ≅ 23.143"

[Round these answers to 3 places.]

Record this number in the table below. [I did it for you.]
!"

Then take 23.143" and multiply it by the next inverted fraction, !".
35
∙ 23.143" ≅ 22.500"
36
Record this number in the table below. [I did it for you.]

!

Now multiply 22.500" by the next inverted fraction, !.
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4
∙ 22.500" = 18.00" … … 𝑒𝑡𝑐.
5
Do this over an over again using the next inverted fraction (reading right to left).
Record your answers on the table below. [I did it for you.]
Every one of these tunings will end with 12" and every one of these tunings will also have 18" and 16" in
the middle. [Because of rounding errors you might have 12.001" or something like that. Don't worry about it.]
If you don't have 18" in the 4th cell of the string-length column, something went wrong. Figure out
what went wrong and correct it. Similarly, if you don't have 16" or 12" in the 5th and 8th cells,
something went wrong. Go back and correct it.
Now to determine bridge placement. Simply subtract each string length from 24" and record your
answers on the table. [Round these answers to 2 places.]
E.g. 24" – 24" = 0
E.g. 24" – 23.143" = 0.86"
string lengths
24.000"

bridge placement

23.143"

0.86"
1.50"

0"

22.500"

18.000"

6.00"
8.00"

16.000"
15.000"

8.57"
9.00"

12.000"

12.00"

15.429"

And finally, draw these bridge placements on the ruler. [I did the first few here to show you how.]

Notice how the Enharmonic tunings differ from the Chromatic tunings differ from the Diatonic tunings.
Notice how every tuning share some common bridge placements: 0", 6", 8", and 12". Can you figure
out why they all share these bridge locations? Do you see any patterns? Why are the same ratiointervals different sizes depending on the location on the ruler?
On the 7th ruler plot out the a series of 256:243 intervals. Meaning, do what you did to the above tunings,
but with this one plot out as many 256:243 intervals as will fit on the ruler. These are, in effect, the
"half steps" of a Pythagorean system. Do you land on the octave at 12"?
On the 8th ruler plot out a series of 18:17 intervals (Vincenco Galilei's tuning). Do you land on the octave
at 12"?
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